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TASTE PREKMURJE! (children) 

If you want to internalize the tastes and smells of Prekmurje, we suggest a 1-day trip, which 

we named TASTE PREKMURJE! 

It is suitable for curious researchers, recommended for groups of children, dynamic, but 

without much effort or long rides.  

In order not to make the day too short or too long, we also recommend a timeline and attach 

a map. 

 

9:30 am TEŠANOVCI -  The Passero country chocolate shop offers chocolate bars in 

interesting combinations of flavors, a rich selection of pralines and chocolate candies, casual 

chocolates, dried fruit in chocolate, chocolate liqueur and other chocolate delicacies that 

always bring new experiences. Homemade ingredients: fruits, spices and oils are topped with 

premium milk, white, dark or ruby chocolate with controlled origin.  

Chocolate and praline tasting. (Passero Estate, Tešanovci 24, 9226 Moravske Toplice, tel .: 051 

357 170). 

 

 

11:00 am  FOKOVCI – The Vidov brejg estate 

 

The Vidov brejg estate is a role model of how overgrown areas can be arranged into a 

cultivated area. With the help of goats, the cleared field behind the house is gradually being 

transformed into a herb garden, and buckwheat has been planted in other fields, which is very 

effective in controlling weeds. They farm in a sustainable way. Tasting: herbal pesto, syrups, 

teas. Herbal salt making workshop. (Vidov brejg, Fokovci 77, tel .: 041 797 508). (also possible 

culinary workshop). 
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12:30 pm  SELO – Rotunda is a round church built in the 13th century. Some frescoes are over 

600 years old. The specialties of the Rotunda will be presented to you by a local tourist guide. 

(Tic Selo, Selo 60, 9270 Prosenjakovci, tel .: 02 5381520). 

 

 

13:00 pm  PROSENJAKOVCI - Lunch 

Kocljevina is an eco-social farm, which began to develop organic farming in 2015. Visitors see 

domestic animals: horses, goats, rabbits, chickens; become acquainted with the production of 

crops, vegetables, fruits, herbs and spices; processing of mill products, pickled vegetables, 

drying fruits, vegetables and herbs, making natural cosmetics). 

(KOCLJEVINA - Institute for Training and Employment of Disabled Persons, Prosenjakovci 67c, 

9207 Prosenjakovci, tel .: 0599 586 51). 
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14:30 pm  LONČAROVCI – A path through the swamp 

A path through the swamp in Lončarovci offers the possibility of a short break while 

discovering the most hidden corners of Goričko. Along the way, interpretive boards present 

the surrounding natural values, the Curek stream and wet extensive meadows, cultural and 

historical features and a thematic map of the Lončarovci settlement, one of the smallest 

villages in the Goričko region. A wooden path allows you to walk through 50 meters of swampy 

meadow and leads to the platform at the stream Curek. Wooden signs along the way reveal 

typical tree and shrub species, and a signpost of interesting local destinations invites visitors 

to further explore the surrounding places. (Local community Lončarovci, Lončarovci 39a, 9206 

Križevci, tel: 051 246 040, Tomaž Koltai). 

 

 

16:00 RATKOVCI – Medičarstvo Celec  

The Celec family has maintained their love for honey products since the third generation. Since 

1937, they have been creating stories of excellent honey delicacies by hand and in the 

traditional way. The recipes they use are selected and centuries old. Their family mission is to 

carefully protect, ennoble and pass them on from generation to generation, from heart to 

heart. Visitors get to know the local craft of gingerbread, try gingerbread, participate in a 

workshop on decorating honey food products. (Medičarstvo Celec - Damjan Celec s. P., 

Ratkovci 8, 9207 Prosenjakovci, tel .: 041-319-862- Damjan or 041-941-175-Jožica). 
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It's time to go home… 

 


